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Outscale is a public Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS) provider established in 2010. IaaS helps
organizations achieve business agility by offering on-demand computing resources [1]. Outscale and
its mother company Dassault Systemes team up to provide collaborative solutions for industries
and smart cities, through the 3DExperience platform running in the cloud. Outscale has 12 points
of presence in 3 regions: North America, Europe, and Asia. It invests 15% of its revenues back
into R&D to develop its own API-driven and Amazon EC2-compatible cloud orchestrator, called
TINA OS [2].
Being an operating system, TINA OS must optimize resource allocation. Its objectives are both
1) to maximize the number of admissible virtual machines (VMs), and 2) to minimize interference
between them. Interference between VMs may arise when servers’ resources are overcommitted.
This optimization problem is hard because throughout the partnership with Dassault Systemes
and other clients, the IaaS platform is large-scale and shared by users who request resources for
various and temporary use cases.
In order to develop better resource allocation algorithms that now heavily use machine learning [3, 4, 5], it is necessary to understand the nature of cloud workloads. The workload of Google’s
general-purpose cloud backend is published in [6], and its heterogeneity (in terms of machine characteristics, job requirements, job runtime) and dynamicity (in terms of machine state, job resource
consumption, job arrival rate) are characterized in [7]. In [8], the characteristics of Google’s workload is compared with Grids. A description of VMs’ size, runtime and arrival rate in Microsoft
Azure is given in [9] along with the dataset.
We observe that 1) studies focus on hyper-scale clouds, and 2) due to a lack of data, interference between VMs and user actions related to some virtual resources (management of volumes,
snapshots, images) have not been studied yet.
In the context of my PhD, I recorded data from Outscale’s platform to understand its workload
and help improve TINA OS. I acquired data from one region during 3 months. The acquisition
involved two systems : TINA OS, and a probe that I developped.
On one hand, the logs emitted by TINA OS contained information about the management of
virtual resources. Timestamped user actions (e.g, starting a VM) are described in Table 1. Virtual
resources’ attributes (e.g, the number of cores of a VM) are described in Table 2.
On another hand, I developed a software probe that was deployed by operation teams on servers
in production. Written in python and based on the psutil library, the probe reads and averages
VMs’ hardware resource consumption periodically (5 minutes). The different metrics (e.g, cpu
usage) are described in Table 3.
Dependent resource
volume
snapshot
image
VM
volume
security group
VM

Actions
create from / delete
create from / delete
create from / delete
run from / start / stop / terminate
attach to / detach from
create / delete
put in / remove from

Dependency
snapshot
volume
VM
image
VM
security group

Table 1: Timestamped user actions and virtual resource dependencies.
I am now planing to analyze Outscale’s workload and compare it with other providers when
data is available. The goal is to identify patterns. For instance, I will study the periodicity of
VMs starts and stops and their lagged correlation. I expect bursts of VMs starts to be followed by
symmetrical bursts of stops, which would suggest that VMs start and stop in groups. This could
allow me to describe the size of groups, to be compared with the number of VMs per security
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Name
core
ram
family
generation
platform
size
type
iops
tag

Description
number of virtual cores
amount of RAM
ex: general-purpose, compute-optimized, . . .
processor generation
linux or windows
storage space
general-purpose, cold, hot storage
input output per second
freely typed text describing a resource

Owned By
VM
VM
VM
VM
VM
volume, snapshot
volume
volume
all resources (optional)

Table 2: Virtual resources’ attributes.
Name
cpu
ctx switches
read
write

Description
5-minute avg
5-minute avg
5-minute avg
5-minute avg

of
of
of
of

usage in (% of a core). May be > 100 for multi-core VMs
the number of involuntary context switches per second
sum of the number of bytes read on all attached volumes (B/s)
the sum of the number of bytes written on all attached voumes (B/s)

Table 3: Timestamped measurements of physical resource usage of VMs.
group. A second kind of analysis will quantify the distribution and periodicity of VMs’ hardware
resource usage depending on some attribute (e.g, VM type, runtime, or tag). I hope the results
will help optimize Outscale’s server overcommit policies.
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